Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. awning, bounce, aloud, awful, always
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

2. false, couch, coleslaw, drawn, frown
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

3. jigsaw, howling, pounce, mountain, mobile
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

4. sauce, recognize, scouted, roundabout, scrounge
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

5. throat, sprout, tomahawk, squawk, slouch
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________
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Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. awning, bounce, aloud, awful, always
   aloud, always, awful, awning, bounce

2. false, couch, coleslaw, drawn, frown
   coleslaw, couch, drawn, false, frown

3. jigsaw, howling, pounce, mountain, mobile
   howling, jigsaw, mobile, mountain, pounce

4. sauce, recognize, scouted, roundabout, scrounge
   recognize, roundabout, sauce, scouted, scrounge

5. throat, sprout, tomahawk, squawk, slouch
   slouch, sprout, squawk, throat, tomahawk
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